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Abstract
The Enduro Campers senior project team (Formerly known as Lobo Campers senior project
team) was recruited by Mr. Leif Stein to assist in the design, manufacturing, and testing of the
materials and components of his company’s expedition box camper. The two main focuses of the
project, divided into two sub-teams, were on the testing and manufacturing process of the
materials used in the camper, and on the design and analysis of the camper’s access door, step
box, and other subsystems.
The focus of the materials analysis and manufacturing team was based around the design
parameter to use composite sandwich panels for the majority of the camper structure as set by
Mr. Stein. This made the manufacturing and analysis of the camper much more complex than if a
homogeneous material such as aluminum was used for the structure’s body. This increase in
complexity is because composites are more difficult than homogenous materials to manufacture,
test, and analyze. Because of this, the company needed a standardized physical testing procedure
as well as an optimized bonding process for the sandwich materials. In order to choose the
combination of materials for the sandwich panel construction, the project required a material
analysis through physical testing and development of an FEA material model. The program
ABAQUS was used to model the sandwich panel and can be applied to future analyses that Mr.
Stein will need for larger, specific sections of the camper’s structure under different loading
cases.
The sub-component design & analysis team delivered a design for the door and step box of the
camper that allows for maximum accessibility while maintaining the camper’s structural integrity
while sealing the cabin from the elements. This design is also aesthetically pleasing, as these are
the main visible components on the expedition box product. The design derived by our team was
based on input from Mr. Stein, as well as the findings from the materials research team through
analysis and physical testing. The manufacturing process of the step box was started and plans
were handed to Mr. Stein for completion.
This final design report goes over the project’s scope of work, concept design development, final
design choices, manufacturing, design verification, project management, and the conclusions and
recommendations the team has for Mr. Stein and his developing company. The report also
includes recommendations for future analysis that can be helpful to better understanding the
sandwich material used in the construction of the camper.
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1. Introduction
Expedition box campers allow outdoor enthusiasts to save time and money by transforming their
daily pick-up truck as a versatile, off road camper. These camping systems convert a pick-up
truck into a configurable indoor-outdoor living area without sacrificing the mobility and 4x4
capability of the truck. An expedition box is a customizable RV-style camping solution that
replaces the bed of a truck and maintains the balance between off road capability and convenient,
comfortable camping. The box has a pop-top wedge assembly on the roof of the unit with a built
in tent. The storage space lost in removing the truck bed is gained in other areas of the box such
as internal storage space, roof, and rear mounting. A basic, barebones model of the Enduro
Camper’s expedition box is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Enduro camper’s expedition box concept model

By designing and building these pop up campers in a lightweight and compact fashion, off road
driving capabilities can be maintained, which is something that traditional RVs have not been
able to accomplish. This is however not a new idea. In recent years, companies have been
constructing campers similar to the Enduro Camper in nature, however they have primarily used
aluminum as their construction material. The main design goal for this project is to minimize the
final weight of the product. To accomplish this, mainly composite materials are to be used in the
construction of this product. Other camper shapes were considered, but ultimately the sponsor
decided on the expedition box. Similar style campers are currently only manufactured in
Germany, Spain, & Australia, but have recently been on the rise in popularity in U.S. markets.
These systems are in high demand since they are obviously much more luxurious than a tent but
much less cumbersome than a full RV. This balance in function is what truly makes the Enduro
Camper expedition box unique.
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This document begins with the presentation of the sub teams responsible for the development of
each of the design processes for the Enduro Camper. The document outlines relevant background
research on the direct competitors to the Enduro Camper business and emphasizes the weak
design areas of other companies where Enduro Campers proves superior. A quality function
design chart is included in the appendices section to highlight the differences between all of the
market competitors. Relevant patents that exist were considered during the design process to
ensure legality. A technical research section is included to highlight the many details that were
considered for this project and outlines how the team navigated to make technical design
choices. A boundary diagram is included to show the breakdown of responsibilities based on the
developed engineering specifications for the Enduro Camper. A management plan is provided
along with a timeline for future work. This report also goes into detail about the manufacturing
of panels and testing fixtures, the detailed ASTM testing procedures, and the ABAQUS model
made to simulate the sandwich panels. Finally, in the appendices section, key technical data
sheets are provided for reference to show for the basis of the team’s technical product selection
decisions.
After talking with Mr. Stein, the senior project group is more focused on the fabrication of
individual composite panels than the construction of the camper itself. The group decided that
testing different materials for the composite panels and the corresponding manufacturing
processes involved is a good focal point for this project. The second group agreed to focus on the
structural design and analysis of various subsystems of the camper including the camper door
and a fold down step under the door that doubles as a storage box.
The Enduro Campers senior project team was divided into two sub-teams that undertook the
following sub-projects listed below. Due to the changing business model of Mr. Stein, both teams
initially focused their attention to the materials and manufacturing side of the camper. Later in
the project, the structural team split off to work on the step box while the materials team
continued on to create the ABAQUS model. The complete structural design of the assembled
Enduro camper will most likely become the main focus for the next Enduro Campers senior
project team.
● Sub-team/project #1: Material analysis & manufacturing
○ Members: Alexander Horst, Kevin Pickering, Ryan Shomsky
● Sub-team/project #2: Sub-assembly structural design & analysis
○ Members: Jackson Aplanalp, Luke Arana, Will Firestone
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2. Background
The senior project team worked for a local company, Enduro Campers, formerly known as Lobo
Campers, to help design and manufacture a pop up expedition box truck camper. Initially,
producing a pop up style camper was the primary focus of Enduro Campers, however the
business scope shifted more towards creating expedition box style campers that will be
customizable and built to order. As a result, the scope of the project shifted more towards
emphasising material selection and characterization of the composite panels rather than focusing
on the overall structural design of the camper. The team also considered the design of the door
and step box of the expedition box camper, which includes sealing for dust proofing. Figure 2
shows the initial SketchUp model for the Lobo Camper wedge camper. This concept model
shows the camper body constructed of composite panels and also showcases the super-wide barn
doors in the back. While this design was ultimately scrapped, it is still important that the team
captures the same aesthetic and function while designing the new expedition box. The box
should have the same essence of spaciousness, utility, and simplicity.

Figure 2. Lobo Camper wedge-camper concept model

Figure 3 illustrates a concept sketch for the original door design. Enduro Campers instead chose
to build an expedition box and consequently the door’s location changed to be positioned on the
side and does not require the same large width. Originally, the doors were designed to be very
wide in order to preserve the storage functionality of a truck’s bed. Since the expedition box
installation requires full removal of a truck’s bed, this design consideration was ultimately
eliminated.
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Figure 3. Barn door concept on Ford F-150

Through testing and analysis of the composite panels, the team characterized the mechanical
properties, thus allowing future engineers of Enduro Campers to perform structural analysis and
validation of camper designs. Similar expedition box style campers exist, but at this time, the
market for such campers is still in its infancy and rapidly growing. The Enduro Camper is unique
when compared to other competing companies due to its high customizability. In addition to the
unique design features of the Enduro Camper, the fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) composite
panels used to construct it will be an industry first as well. Similar expedition box campers on the
market rely heavily on aluminum as their primary structural material. The FRP panels employed
in the Enduro Camper design produce comparable mechanical properties to these campers while
reducing their weight. Due to the limited number of suppliers available in the United States, this
project required custom FRP composite panel construction for the proposed design. This
required extensive material research and testing to produce a panel that is suitable for the
project’s design requirements.

2.1 Competing Products:
Previously, there were five existing products that the team considered as direct competitors to the
Enduro Camper since they all incorporate the wedge top design. However, now that the project
scope has shifted to focus on expedition box campers, the primary competitors consist of five
companies that produce similar expedition box campers. The market research conducted by Leif
Stein has shown that there is a high demand for the expedition box style camper, and none that
are currently manufactured in the United States. This makes obtaining an expedition box style
camper exceedingly expensive and time consuming for American customers due to shipping,
customs, and other associated costs. For this reason, creating such a camper became the new
focus for Mr. Stein’s business. Some of the main features and specifications of the direct
competitors are listed in the following sections.
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Wedgetail Campers (AUS)
Wedgetail Campers is an australian pop-top camper manufacturer. They have several different
camper models in production, all of which require a complete removal of the truck bed. Most of
the models are designed to expand in all directions as much as possible, creating a very large and
comfortable space in the camper. [1]

Figure 4. Wedgetail Camper

Supertramp Campers (US)
Supertramp Campers is located in Colorado and is currently in the late stages of prototyping their
campers. One note is that their campers have an expedition box design, but do not require the
removal of the truck bed. This allows for easier removal of the camper, but comes at a cost of
convenience and accessibility. Without a full-sized door, the Supertramp could be difficult to
enter and exit. [2]

Figure 5. Supertramp Camper
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Tommy Campers (AUS)
The Tommy Camper S-Range model is a custom camping box built on a custom truck bed.
These products are built by a father son duo in Australia. They are made to order and are sold for
anywhere between 25 and 40 thousand dollars. Specifications on the product’s weight and
specific material are not available, but it is assumed that this product is quite heavy due to its
boat-like construction. [3]

Figure 6. Tommy Camper

Maltec (DEU)
German company Maltec builds custom box campers on a catalogue of SUV style vehicles not
available in the United States. These campers are extremely high quality, and should be seen as a
benchmark product. Maltec vehicles are customizable, with lots of added options for solar power
systems, water systems, and luxury cabin upgrades. [4]
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Figure 7. Maltec Camper

2.2 Patent Research:
Patent No. US7942464B2 is The Tonneau Pop-up Camper. It is a pickup truck pop-up camper
used to convert a pickup truck into a hospitable camping living and sleeping space. The camper
claims to not affect the truck's safety, visibility, aerodynamics, or economics. The camper is
claimed to be able to be set up in less than a couple of minutes. The sleeping area is located on
top of the truck bed. The living area is at ground level in an attached tent. This patented design
shares many similar components to the Enduro Camper.
Patent No. US9834374B2 is for a composite panel for air cargo containers. The panel is
composed of a closed cell foam core, a surface skin, and fire-resistant fibers in a matrix resin.
These composite panels are very similar to those used by the company Styromax which the
founder of Enduro Campers, Leif Stein, plans to do business with and use similarly built panels.
Patent No. US6013586A is assigned to Dimension Polyant Sailcloth Inc. The patent describes a
tent material with a resin coating with titanium dioxide for UV resistance. The tent material can
be assigned many different colors with the applied coating. The material is claimed to retain its
color and will not peel or flake over a long period of time. This tent material is similar to what
may be used on the pop-up tent of the Enduro Camper due to the fact that the Enduro Camper
will spend lots of time in harsh sunlight environments with UV exposure.
Patent No. CN206749169U is for insulating tent material. The patent describes a three-layer
material made of oxford layers, graphene electric heating film, glass layers, heat insulation foam
layers, and thermal insulation air bag. Tear resistance of the material is claimed to be good, and it
is claimed to be suitable for extreme cold weather camping. This is of interest to the Enduro
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Campers team because of the requirement for multiple camping environments that the camper
must operate in. From hot desert climates to cold, snowy mountain climates, insulating the tent is
extremely important for the user.
Patent No. US20030015879A1 is an interesting door latch design for use on trucks and certain
sliding doors. The latch claims to prevent bursting open with vibrational or impact loads. The
latch is a single rotary latch bar with ratchet steps and a locking arm that engages a strike and
captures it as the door is moved into a latched position. The locking arm restrains the rotary latch
bar so as to prevent it from releasing the strike.

2.3 Technical Research:
The material analysis and manufacturing team conducted material research to use for the overall
structure which is mainly composed of sandwich panels of varying thicknesses in the core and
skin material. There are many different cores and panel combinations that were considered for
their strength and/or insulating properties. During production, the sandwich panels are
constructed in house by Mr. Stein and a team of fabricators so it was important to choose a
manufacturing method that does not incorporate the use of overly expensive specialty equipment.
Table 1 lays out foams that were chosen mostly for their weight, strength, and insulating
properties. The list of composite materials researched for the outermost portion of the sandwich
panels can also be seen in Table 1. The composite skin chosen was based on its strength, impact
resistance, and ability to withstand a harsh outdoor environment.
A critical component of the sandwich panel is the adhesion of the core to the outer composite
skin. Delamination could occur in the panels if the wrong adhesive is used for the core and skin
combination and also from the environment they are used in. The adhesive chosen has the ability
to retain the bond between the skin to the core, and mitigates noise and vibration. A quality and
repeatable manufacturing method was established for the application of the adhesive that joins
the core to the skins and joins the panels together making up the overall structure of the camper.
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Table 1. Structural Composite Materials Data
Brand Name

Standard
Thickness

Standard Size

TDS

Standard

DOW Styrofoam XPS

1.0”

4’ x 8’ sheet

Appx. C

High Performance

DOW Styrofoam HIGHLOAD

2.0”

4’ x 8’ sheet

Appx. C

Standard 1

Vetroresina LD series

2.0 mm

8’ x 200’ roll

Appx. C

Standard 2

Vetroresina G series

2.0 mm

8’ x 200’ roll

Appx. C

High Performance

Optiplan Polydet HG

1.5/2.0 mm

8’ x 200’ roll

Appx. C

Primary Adhesive

Teroson (Loctite) MS 939

-

570 ml tube

Appx. C

Activator

Teroson MS 9371 B

-

-

-

Core Materials

Skin Materials

Adhesives

Other components of the camper use the same or very similar composite sandwich panels such as
compartments and doors. These sub-components fasten securely to the structure as well as seal
off the inside from the elements. A solid method of fastening in combination with a good seal is
critical in keeping the elements out. Various products for the purpose of sealing, fastening,
latching, and hinging can be seen in Table 2 as well as few products that can be used to seal
compartments, doors, and anything else exposing the interior to the elements.
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Table 2. Door Hardware, Sealing, and Component Data
Brand Name

Type

Features

Material

Doors

Polar Hardware

Cam action lockable
door latch

Locks both doors
and top/bottom

Steel

Components/
wedge top

JW Winco

Heavy Duty Toggle
Latch

Latches one
component to
another

Steel

Around door

McMaster Carr

Push on seal with
bulb on side

Positive locking
around door edge

EPDM Foam

Door edge

McMaster Carr

Hollow surface
mount

Seals where doors
come together

EPDM Rubber

Threshold

McMaster Carr

Push on rubber
wiper

Seals threshold with
wiper. Strong
mounting

EPDM Rubber

Windows

Henkel Teroson RB
477

Extruded

Adheres and seals.

Multipolymer

Door

McMaster Carr

Full surface mount

Lift off hinge

Stainless Steel

Door

McMaster Carr

Mortice mount

Lift off hinge

Stainless Steel

Door

McMaster Carr

Full surface mount

Full length Piano
style

Stainless Steel

Latches

Sealing

Hinges

3. Objectives
3.1 Problem Statement:
Enduro Campers is a wedge camper manufacturer for pick-up trucks. At the time of this project,
the company was in the early prototyping phase and needed engineering support in the material
selection and structural analysis of the camper. The camper and its components need to be
lightweight but sturdy enough to withstand the high demands of an off-road driving environment.
Current truck mounted campers do not provide enough accessibility by having a rear crossbar
blocking the top of the entrance and do not allow the user to enter the camper without crouching
and discomfort.
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The problem statement changed as the company shifted from wedge-top campers to expedition
boxes. The sub-team projects below however stayed accurate.

Sub-team/project #1: Material analysis & manufacturing
This team focused on the composite sandwich material manufacturing, testing, and analysis in
ABAQUS. The sub-team determined the best process for bonding FRP to the closed cell foam to
create the sandwich panels used in the construction of the expedition box. The sub-team also
investigated methods to analyze the material with both physical tests as well as Finite Element
Analysis (FEA).
Sub-team/project #2: Sub-assembly structural design & analysis
This team focused on the design and selection of a variety of components for the side door and
step box of the expedition box camper. This team centered around the door and step box
structures as well as the latching, hinging, and sealing componentry. The door needs to be
lightweight yet strong and also must match the overall build quality and strength of the camper
itself.

3.2 Boundary Diagram:
Figure 8 shows the boundary diagram illustrating the responsibilities of Mr. Stein’s Enduro
Campers team, the senior project team and the overlap between these responsibilities.
Note that since the inception of this boundary diagram some changes have been made. The doors
are no longer “rear doors” but rather a single side door, and sub-team #2 is also responsible for
the step box sub-system as well. Sub-team #2 planned to also focus on the locking mechanisms
and positive pressurization of the camper, but these projects were later determined not to be an
immediate priority by the sponsor. The focus of this team was primarily on the step box and door
structures of the camper.
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Figure 8. Boundary diagram

3.3 Customer Wants:
The Enduro Camper needs to be lightweight, able to withstand off-road driving conditions, and
needs to support static loads both on top and on the rear of the structure. The door needs to fit
and seal snugly to the structure, as to minimize rattling and vibration damage when driving. A
tight seal will also prevent any dirt or outside particle debris from entering the cabin space. Mr.
Stein wants the door to open vertically, with stairs that deploy from the bottom door for ease of
entering and exiting. The weight of the top door should be held by hatch struts when in use. The
door should lock electronically. The final product should have a remote locking system
integrated into the electronic power locking system of the vehicle. There should only be one
locking mechanism that locks the entirety of the vehicle.
Changes to the door design were made due to the complexity of the sealing and latching of a
vertical split door. A simpler off-the-shelf product was decided upon. The stair/step under the
door remains a similar concept.

3.4 QFD Process:
Creating the QFD in Appendix A involved listing the needs and wants of Mr. Stein for this
wedge camper, and then thinking of specific engineering specifications that would be needed to
attain the customer requirements. The customer wants were weighted on the basis of the desires
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of the actual user/camper, the desires of the installation technician, and the marketing potential of
each want. Then a list of the six top competitors was made, and as a team it was discussed how
well each competitor met both the wants of Mr. Stein, and the engineering specifications that the
team created. The house of quality was then used to generate specific objectives for the project.
This QFD process was completed for the wedge-camper design, and all of the specific
information found in Appendix A may not apply to the expedition box design.

3.5 Engineering Specifications:
Given that the camper is to be attached to a vehicle for on and off-road use there were important,
high risk specifications that needed to be addressed. These high-risk specifications included
weight, cost, and safety of the user and others on the road. The safety of the user and others
cannot be defined directly so the team analyzed the specifications laid out in Table 3 that allowed
the team to design a safe product.
Since the teams focused on smaller scale projects and not a completed camper, the engineering
specifications listed below became mostly irrelevant and therefore were not progressed. The
specifications however are still important for the overall completion of the camper and could be
used in the future.
Engineering specifications measurement and analysis:
● Weight: The structure and its components were weighed as the project progressed.
Components on hand were simply weighed on a scale and data was collected from
manufacturers for components we had not yet had access to.
● Production cost: A spreadsheet was made and revised continually as the project moved
forward, tallying all purchases made. (Mr. Stein handled the expenses for the project)
● Driving speed: No visual stress in the structure, doors, top etc. is to be seen at 80 MPH
under normal weather conditions (i.e. less than 30 MPH crosswinds). Cameras can be
placed under the structure to monitor vehicle movement during high speed, on-road use.
● Rear door static load: With the door(s) fully opened, a static load is placed on the furthest
point of the door and vertical displacement measured at the furthest point. Horizontal
displacement is measured at the top and bottom of the door where it connects to the rear
of the structure.
● Camper top static load: Static load is placed on the top of the camper in various locations
and the vertical displacement measured in various places around the camper, mainly
inside near the middle and the cantilevered portion over the cab.
● Tent wind load: With the wedge camper up and in a windy environment, cameras and
other various measurement devices observe the wind speed and displacement of the tent
and pop-up portion. A visual inspection is made to ensure no ripping or separation of the
tent material and its components from the camper itself.
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Table 3. Engineering Specifications
Spec. #

Specification
Description

Requirements or
Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Weight

350 lb

Max

High

I

2

Production Cost

$10,000

Max

High

A

3

Driving speed

80 mph

Max

Low

T

4

Rear door static load

100 lb

Min

Medium

T, A

5

Camper top static load

500 lb

Min

Medium

T, A

6

Tent wind load

50 mph

Min

Medium

T, I

It should be noted that in Table 3 the information listed for “requirements or target” is no longer
accurate. These were idyllic values chosen by Leif Stein for his original wedge-camper design.
The expedition box is much larger and will require more material, meaning that even with mostly
composite construction, the box is likely to be heavier and more expensive than the original
target value. However, the nature of the specifications has stayed the same. While exact target
values are currently unknown, the design of the Enduro Campers expedition box is desired to be
as light as possible and thus minimizing the application of any metal materials in the
construction of this box.
The door for the expedition box is no larger than 52” in height, 26” in width, and 1” thick. These
dimensions are constrained by the dimensions of the box wall itself where the door is located.
This door opens vertically, with the top part opening first and bottom opening second. This
opening design will be referred to as a “clam-shell” door. The top door is held up in place, while
the bottom folds out into a step or stair to increase the ease of entry. Values for the size ratio
between the top and bottom door are calculated based on ergonomics and vehicle clearance
measurements. The distance from the bottom of the expedition box and therefore the bottom of
the door is 31” based on the size of a 2017 Ford F150 with larger than stock tires. The distance
from the first step of the bottom door stair to the ground is roughly 10”. It is assumed that the top
and bottom sections of the door are roughly the same size. The area of the floor near the door has
a rectangular section cut out of it in order for the bottom door to swing properly. The door
structure is manufactured by panels cut out from the expedition box wall. Given this plan, the
walls of the box are built, a section cut out for the door, and the material cut out in this process
used as the base for the door construction. This cut out panel is edged with aluminum extrusions
and customized with hardware, sealing, and finishing features.
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4. Concept Design Development
In order to manufacture and test the FRP panels used in constructing the camper body, the team
first considered what combination of panel, foam, and adhesive would result in the optimum
panel for the construction of the project. To do this, the team considered the options and created
decision matrices for the adhesive and foam components as shown in Tables 4 and 5. Leif Stein
selected the material of the panels to be Vetroresina LD series woven fiberglass.
Table 4. Decision Matrix for Adhesive

None of the adhesive products listed in Table 4 ended up being used in the manufacturing of the
panels. Mr. Stein was having issues with the adhesive supplier and took his business from Henkel
to 3M. Because of this change, the 3M adhesive equivalent to the Teroson MS 939 called
Scotch-Weld Toughened Epoxy Adhesive LSB60NS was used in its place. After discussion with a
3M representative, it was determined that their alternative product is essentially identical to the
Henkel Teroson product. The 3M supplier recommended another 3M contact adhesive called
Fastbond Contact Adhesive 30NF that was also used in the manufacturing and testing of the
panels.
Table 5. Decision Matrix for Foam
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After analyzing the importance of the criteria for both the foam and adhesive selection, the team
completed the decision matrices and obtained a general idea of how the panels will be
constructed. As shown in the above tables, the team approximated that the Teroson MS 939 is the
most effective adhesive, and that 25 psi Dow XPS Foam is the best foam for manufacturing the
sandwich panels for the Enduro Camper. Once manufactured, the priority of the materials team
shifted to characterizing the sandwich panel in ABAQUS.
For panel testing procedures, the team decided to follow ASTM standardized tests. ASTM has
been producing tests for many years which are widely used in industry. The specific test
designations followed were the C393 and D7249 standardized tests. The C393 is a test for core
material properties and the D7249 is a test designed for face sheet properties. These two tests
gave the team insight in determining the most suitable sandwich panel construction for the
loading cases. In order to not produce extra variables in these tests, coupons were prepared
uniformly and test conditions remained unchanged. Each coupon was cut from manufactured
panels using a track saw supplied by the sponsor and a minimum of 5 specimens per test
condition were tested as recommended by ASTM. The team utilized the composites lab and the
Ametek LD50 to conduct the tests.
The C393 test method determines core shear properties of sandwich panels. Bending moments
are applied normal to the plane of the sandwich panel to produce force versus deflection
measurements. Since only core properties are analyzed with the C393 test, failure modes due to
the sandwich panel facings are not acceptable; the only failure modes allowed are core shear or
core to face sheet bonds (delamination). To conduct the tests, the team used a standard 3-point,
mid span bend test as shown in Figure 10. To ensure proper failure modes, equations for the core
shear strength and core compression strength are given by ASTM (shown in Figure 10) and are
ideally satisfied. After completing an analysis of these equations with the material properties
obtained (shown in Appendix G), the equations did not converge on a single span length. It was
calculated that a coupon of span less than 32 inches was needed to satisfy the Fs equation and
greater than 101 inches to satisfy the Fc equation. This was not ideal since some trial and error
had to be used and the tested coupons had to be analyzed carefully for the correct failure mode.
Ultimately, the team decided to first test a slender beam profile of coupon size 1.0” x 10.0” and a
span length of 9 inches, which had successfully produced the proper failure modes on similar
sandwich panel constructions by other students. This long and slender coupon enabled the team
to determine the bending stiffness.
With regards to collecting data, ASTM recommends taking about two to three recordings per
second with a target minimum of 100 data points. The team recorded force versus crosshead
displacement at this recording rate. The team also recorded initial (non-catastrophic) failures
including facesheet delamination, core-to-facesheet disbond, partial core fracture, and local core
crushing. The team recorded the mode, area and location of each initial failure (if applicable).
Shear failures of the sandwich core or failures of the core-to-facing bond are the only acceptable
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failure modes for this test. Failure of one or both of the facings preceding failure of the core or
core-to-facing bond is not an acceptable failure mode. To examine the data, the materials team
plotted force vs. displacement data to discover trends and material properties. These plots gave
the team the data necessary to create an ABAQUS model to simulate the physical tests. After the
first round of ASTM C393 tests, the team worked with Mr. Stein to determine the right test
specimen combination (glue, foam thickness), and proceeded with more tests of the chosen
specimen.
To evaluate the tests, the team used the ASTM identification codes in Table 6. Figures 9, 10, 11,
and 12 as well as Table 6 are drawn from Appendix E, which provides the complete ASTM
testing documents of tests C393 and D7249.

Figure 9. C393 Equations for Determining Geometric Testing Parameters

Figure 10. ASTM C393 3-point bend test
Table 6. Sandwich panel three part failure identification codes

The ASTM D7249 test method was used on the chosen sandwich panel to determine face sheet
strength and stiffness properties by applying moments to produce compressive and tensile forces
in the face sheets. This test method setup is different from test C393, in that longer coupons and
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a 4-point loading fixture is used. For this test, the only acceptable failure modes are internal to
the face sheets. Any core failures or delaminations are an inadequate result. The equations to
verify the span length are shown below and although this time the material properties converged
on a required span length of at least 105 inches, this was way outside the physical limitations of
the Ametek LD50. The team decided to analyze a coupon of 3 inches wide and a span of 22
inches, which is the maximum length the team was able to test. The post processing is the same
as the C393 tests, with an end result of force vs deflection plots.

Figure 11. D7249 equations for determining geometric testing parameters

Figure 12. ASTM D7249 4-point bend test

Table 7. Preliminary test specification summary
Test

Properties to be Found

Standard Setup

Proposed Coupon Size

C393

Core shear strength, core
to facing shear strength,
stiffness of sandwich
beam

3 Point Bend Test

1.0” x 10.0”
(bending stiffness)

D7249

Strength and stiffness of
sandwich panel face
sheets

4 Point Bend Test

3.0” x 24.0”

The testing variables can be seen in Table 8: foam core thickness, adhesives, and foam
preparation methods. Mr. Stein narrowed down the foam core to be Dupont (DOW) XPS foam in
either the standard 25 psi compressive strength, which comes in a 1” or 1.5” thickness or
possibly the Hi-Load 60 psi version which comes 2” thick but can be cut down utilizing a hot
wire cutter. For testing, the team focused on the thickness of the core and the two different
adhesive types.
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For the facing of the panels, Mr. Stein was interested in using 2 mm Fiberglass Reinforced
Plastic. For bonding the FRP and foam the team analyzed two of 3M adhesives, the first being a
one-part contact adhesive and the second being a two-part toughened epoxy. The team also tested
two different foam preparation methods: the factory finish on the foam panels and the finish after
the hot wire cutting process. Foam preparation is important for getting the best adhesion between
the face and the core. The foam was tested using both of the previously mentioned methods as
well as the factory finish after being sanded with a low grit sandpaper. While the adhesive has a
very similar thickness after the panel has been compressed and set, the initial amount of adhesive
applied to the panel is a crucial variable. The team tested panels using a thinner initial adhesive
coating as well as a thicker one. With the results the team determined a final sandwich panel
combination by examining strength, cost, and manufacturability.
Table 8. FRP testing variables
Face
Core

Brand/Type

Variations

FRP (Vetroresina LD)
XPS (DuPont "Square
Edge")

2mm

Core Prep
Adhesive

3M

1" 25 PSI

1.5" Standard 25 PSI

Hot wire cut sides

Raw (Prepped sides)

2 Part Epoxy

Contact Adhesive

4.1 Concept Prototypes:
An example of a sandwich panel testing coupon is shown in Figure 13. The testing coupon
consists of a 2 mm fiber reinforced plastic face and DOW XPS foam core of varying thickness.
The adhesive used to bond the face and core was either the 3M scotch weld toughened epoxy
(two part) or the 3M green contact adhesive. The sample coupon sizing was 1”x10” for the
3-point bend test.

Figure 13. Sample sandwich panel with 1-inch blue XPS foam core and
2mm FRP facings on either side
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Figure 14 shows the preliminary sketch of the fixture the team considered for the ASTM C393
3-point bend test. The standard sample dimensions for this test are 3”x 8” but were changed to
produce the proper failure modes.

Figure 14. ASTM C393 3-point loading fixture (simplified standard configuration) drawing
with dimensions shown in inches

Figure 15 is an example of a 4-point bend test that could be utilized as an alternate setup in test
C393. The 4-point test is also the standard configuration in test D7249. The dimensions were
subject to change depending on the span length calculations for each test.
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Figure 15. ASTM C393 4-point, quarter span (simplified non-standard) drawing
with dimensions shown in inches

A final design for the 3-point bend test fixture was decided upon and can be seen in Figure 21 in
the manufacturing plan section of this report. This design conformed with the 3-point bend test
fixture configuration as determined by ASTM C393 and allowed the team to test a variety of
coupon sizes to meet the failure mode criteria.
The preliminary model for clam-shell door design is shown in Figure 16. This model features
vertically opening doors on the right rear side of the expedition box camper. This model does not
include hardware, aluminum edging, or sealing, but serves to provide a visual for how the door
should look in both closed and opened positions and also provide insight on how the mechanical
system will work.

Figure 16. Clam-shell door conceptual model
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After doing preliminary design and analysis of the camper door, the sponsor decided that the
door design was premature and that a full frame expedition box prototype was needed before the
door was to be fully designed. Also, there was a consensus that the design was too complicated
for a camper door and that an off-the-shelf door would be the cheapest and best option for the
camper. The expedition box is designed with off-road abuse in mind, and the clam-shell door
design has simply too many moving parts for it to be feasible on an off-roading vehicle. This left
sub-team #2 to focus primarily on the step box sub-system of the camper.
Aftera meeting with the sponsor, it was decided that sub-team #2 would be designing a set of
steps that could be used to get up into the camper. These steps would be mounted to the bed of
the camper and would allow easy access into and out of the camper. Another critical design
feature was the ability to quickly pull out and use the steps, as well as putting them away. Several
off-the-shelf designs were considered. These designs are shown in Figure 17. They include both
sliding and folding mechanisms. After consideration, the sponsor decided that these designs were
far too complicated and flimsy. Also, they would be expensive to buy off the shelf or attempt to
replicate. He asked us to design something that was extremely simple and robust.

Figure 17. Folding Step Designs
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4.2 Conceptual Manufacturing:
Consistent and accurate manufacturing of the panels was required to maintain the strength and
integrity of the camper for 10+ years in harsh outdoor environments. Listed below are the
conceptual manufacturing techniques and steps in order to produce a quality, long lasting
product.
1. Face the panels to the correct thickness using a hot wire and rough it using a low
grit sandpaper in order to ensure good adhesion between the FRP faces and the
foam core.
2. Cut the foam and the FRP to an approximate size (oversized), then after adhering
the faces to the core, cut them to the exact size needed.
3. With a two part epoxy caulking gun, apply the 3M Toughened Epoxy and with a
brush and roller, apply the 3M contact adhesive.
4. Cut rough sizes with a track saw or any carbide toothed circular saw blade.
5. Rough sizes of the foam core can be cut using a hot wire and/or serrated knife or
the same track saw or circular saw blade as mentioned in step 4.
6. FRP faces were adhered to the core using two different methods. The 2 part epoxy
needed to be vacuum bagged for a minimum of 4 hours to ensure a full cure of the
adhesive. The contact adhesive was applied to both the foam and the face,
allowed to dry for about 10 minutes, and then pressed together via a large rubber
roller. A cross section of the vacuum bagging process and layup and be seen in
Figure 18.
7. Test fixtures were fabricated from steel to the dimensions specified in ASTM
C393 which can be referenced in Appendix E.
8. Test samples were cut using a track saw to ensure accuracy and with square edges
for consistent testing.
After a series of testing panel samples with the different manufacturing methods and adhesives
used, it was determined that the 1” foam with the 2-part 3M adhesive will be used for the bulk of
the panel manufacturing. The materials team then moved on to modeling the sandwich panel in
the FEA software ABAQUS.

Figure 18. Cross section of the vacuum bag model
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As mentioned before, the door will be constructed using the same material the walls and the
majority of the expedition box will be constructed from. This section of the panel will then be
resized, cleaned up, and cut into two sections for the top and bottom parts of the door. These
panels will then be capped with aluminum extrusions to form the outside edge of the door. The
aluminum extrusions will be adhered to the edges of the panels using the adhesive. The
aluminum extrusions that frame the door have special seats in them that house a bulb seal that
mate with the extrusions that frame the door. The door closes into the frame in such a way that
the exterior is flush and has a somewhat seamless look.
The door is still planned to be created in the same way as outlined above, however, due to the
changing nature of the project, the senior project team did not focus on the door during the end
of the project and instead focused on the step box as requested by the sponsor.

4.3 Concept Analysis:
The team advised the sponsor regarding the material selection as well as the construction
techniques based on proven uses and methods within other industries. The team researched the
construction of large RVs that are manufactured with FRP composite panels in order to gain
confidence in a successful solution for the Enduro Camper’s construction material choice. The
other major driving factor for material selection and general design decisions came from the
sponsor, Enduro Campers. The sponsor made many decisions based on the business connections
he had established as well as his own financial analysis of his start-up company’s capability.
However, in spite of the proven uses for FRP panels and the sponsor’s guidance, there were
many risks that came with selecting these materials for the Enduro Camper because the project
explores the groundbreaking territory of FRP composite panels being used for heavy off road
usage. There are many unknowns with this kind of abuse on the material. Some aspects of the
design that are not within the direct bounds of the test procedure are damages due to vibrations,
extreme heat and radiation, freezing conditions, puncture, and humidity effects to name a few.
The team planned to be able to test these parameters later in the design phase if they became
apparent problems but the team did not see them as substantial problems in the current material
solution. The team did not advance far enough to reach further testing parameters.
The possible safety issues and hazards in the design are outlined in detail in the Design Hazard
Checklist in Appendix D. The primary hazards discussed relate to the heavy wedge camper top
and the high mass of the product in general. The swinging motion of the camper top as it closes
poses itself as a dangerous pinch point if failure of the pop top support system were to occur. In
the event of the top closing quickly, there is a risk of the operator’s hand or other appendages
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being pinched between the top and the body of the camper. In addition to this, the side doors
could be another potential pinch point if not used properly.

5. Final Design
The final design is focused around the panels that make up the overall expedition camper box
structure. The structure consists of panels that make the roof, walls, doors, compartments, and
some components of the interior as well. The panels the team manufactured for testing represent
small scale models of the panels that will be used in the overall camper construction. The results
from testing assisted with choosing one combination of foam thickness and adhesive. The testing
results also gave the team confidence in the ability of the sandwich panel to perform well under
the load cases.
The project is unique due to the final camper box design being primarily up to the sponsor and
the Enduro Campers company. The team’s final design was largely based on the ABAQUS
models produced for the sponsor. The ABAQUS models are a base for any future analysis that
needs to be done to different parts and iterations of Enduro Campers. The models include the
correctly characterized material properties of the sandwich panels that are used for the structure
of the camper, so any design updates can be properly analyzed. In the conclusion of the team’s
project there are a few different major components of the current design iterations of the Enduro
Camper modeled in the program, such as the roof, rear doors, surrounding walls, and different
joint sections.
The materials team hoped to be able to correctly model the material and move onto modeling
bigger sections of the camper but due to difficulty in calibrating the ABAQUS model to the
physical tests, the team did not achieve this.
Enduro Campers is working on an extruded aluminum cap prototype that will be pressed and
glued onto the edges of the panels. These edges act as a “frame” to each individual panel and aid
in the joining and sealing of the joints where the panels meet. This design will allow the panels
to be modular in a way so that the manufacturing and joining process of the camper will require
less manual labor and fewer custom fabricated components for the corners, edges, etc.
These edges were the basis for further designs, specifically the team’s final design of the door.
The door is hinged on these edge extrusions and allow for a strong joint between the composite
sandwich panel material that makes up the body of the camper and the side door of the camper.
Further design choices about the door such as the general dimensioned design of the camper door
and weather sealing will be implemented, possibly by a future senior project group.
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As stated earlier, sub-team #2 focused their efforts on creating a step box used to get in and out
of the camper. The box consists of aluminum sheet metal and a composite panel that is used as
the door of the box. The panel also functions as a step when the box is opened. Custom
aluminum extrusions, similar to those used to frame the exterior of the camper, are used as
edging for the panel door. The hinge and supporting cables are mounted to the aluminum
extrusions, providing added structural integrity to the step box. A simple bulb sealing system is
used to seal the box. The single step into the camper is functional, but a second step would make
getting into the camper more convenient. This design allows the user to store a second step/step
stool inside the box to be used for easier access into the camper.

6. Manufacturing
6.1 Sandwich Panel Manufacturing:
The camper will be constructed using sandwich panels and extruded aluminum edges and
corners to hold the panels together and form a simple box shape. The main starting point of this
project was the manufacturing of the sandwich panels. To start, Enduro Campers had bought a
large quantity of Vetroresina FRP, 3M adhesives, and DOW XPS 25 psi blue board foam. The
company has also purchased a vacuum generator and several cutting tools necessary for shaping
the panels.
The first step in the manufacturing process is cutting both the facing and the core foam to the
desired size using a handheld track saw. The second step is preparing the surface of the foam to
create a better bond between the face and the core. To do this, a medium grit sandpaper is used to
rough the surface on both sides of the foam. This is done in order to remove the glossy surface
finish that the foam comes with from the manufacturer. The panel is now ready to be assembled.
There were two main adhesives used to manufacture the panels, the 3M contact adhesive, and the
3M toughened epoxy. Each has a different procedure for application and curing. The procedures
for each are outlined in the following paragraphs.
3M contact adhesive application procedure:
This adhesive comes in a 5 gallon bucket, so first, it is to be poured into a paint tray to reduce
waste and ease of use. The adhesive is applied in a very thin layer to both the facing and the
foam core using a high nap (around ½”) paint roller, as seen in Figure 19. The adhesive is then
left to dry for around 20 minutes before the facing is placed on the foam core. With this
adhesive, the bond is almost instant, so placing the facing on the core must be done carefully. A
force is then applied to the panel using a heavy duty hand roller. The panel is ready for use in
only a few hours.
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Figure 19. Contact adhesive curing process

3M toughened epoxy 2-part application procedure:
This adhesive is applied to the facing only, in a relatively thin layer, using a large, coarse
paintbrush and/or high nap (about ½”) paint roller. The facing is then placed on the foam core.
The adhesive takes about 4 hours to cure, and must be placed in the vacuum bag, as seen in
Figure 20, for the duration of the cure time. The vacuum generator is run the entire time, keeping
the seal in the bag at around 15 psi. Once removed from the vacuum bag, the panel is fully cured
and the edges are cleaned up. The panel is now ready to be cut to its exact size.
Once it has been decided where the panel will go (e.g. the roof, side panel, door, storage
compartment etc.), it will be cut to the exact dimensions using the Makita track saw, or any
quality and track saw, which is capable of providing an accurate enough cut for the application.
Then extruded aluminum caps are pressed and adhered to the edges of the panel. These extruded
aluminum caps frame each panel in a way so they can be joined with other panels in the desired
configuration to make up the body of the camper box. This same technique is used for any panel
that will have an exposed edge such as any doors or compartments etc. These caps aid in the
necessary sealing between the panel joints and mitigate delamination on exposed edges. Enduro
Campers is currently working on developing a prototype of the caps that incorporate a bulb seal
and a slot for retaining the tent fabric with a small, sewn-in plastic pipe. Figure 20 shows an
uncured panel being prepared in the vacuum bag.
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Figure 20. Uncured panels vacuum bagging

6.2 Test Fixture Manufacturing:
This section documents the fabrication process and the specifications of the testing fixture for the
3-point bend test on the composite sandwich panels. The existing fixtures for the 3-point bend
test in the composites lab at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo all had cylindrical supports rather than
free rotating flat bar supports. The rotating flat bar supports can provide more precise test data
(no localized crushing). For this reason, the team decided to make this fixture and use it for all of
the 3 and 4 point bend testing. Figure 21 shows the fixture design in Solidworks and Figure 22
shows the manufactured fixture final product.

Figure 21. Fixture design model in Solidworks
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Figure 22. Fixture design model after manufacturing

The manufactured fixture includes a C-channel base that is adjustable to account for testing of
different sample lengths. The holes drilled in the rectangular base tube are spaced 1 inch apart
from each other for adjustments to be made by 1 inch increments. This was done to plan ahead
for possible different sample lengths for different test failure modes.
The 2 bearings on each side of the support flat bars are welded to the support rod, allowing for
the free rotation of the composite sandwich panel test specimen at the loading points. This free
rotation allows for more accurate test results as it properly supports the test specimen as it bends
and deforms through the entire loading cycle. The bearings were pressed onto the support rod
which has end diameters of 0.32 in. which were turned down on a lathe. The center diameter of
this support rod is 0.5 in. and has a 1 x 3 x 0.25 in. flat loading bar welded to the top to support
the test specimen and can be seen in Figure 23. A rubber pad with an approximate thickness of
0.125 in. and a shore A hardness of 60A, the same size as the support flat bars, is glued to the top
of the flat bars, shown in Figure 24. The rubber sheet provides extra protection against local
specimen crushing at the loading points. The loading bar, rod, and bearings subassembly rests in
a piece of 1 x 1 in. steel angle to support the fixture by the welded rectangular tube fixture base
and still allows for the free rotation of the specimen.
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Figure 23. Fixture flat bar supports and support rod
with turned ends to fit bearings

Figure 24. Fixture supports, pad, and bearings subassembly
resting in steel angle to allow for free loading support rotation
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The rest of the fixture was manufactured with rigid rectangular tubing with a welded fixture
construction to prevent any deflections within the fixture during bend tests. All parts of the
fixture are made of mild steel and were TIG welded with ER70S2 filler rod. The entire fixture
was made to fit in the Ametek LD50 materials testing machine, within the shielding glass that
surrounds the loading jaws. The upper load bar/pad clamps into the loading jaw-clamp of the
LD50 machine and is used to provide the center load of the 3-point bend test on the specimen.
The top piece is consistent with the support flat bars in dimensions and includes the same rubber
loading pad.
A few manufacturing challenges faced was being able to physically move the large roll of FRP
into a position where it can be cut efficiently and reduce waste due to the roll being in a
non-ideal position. The FRP rolls come in various sizes but are generally quite large and heavy,
making them difficult to easily move around. The FRP roll that Mr. Stein has chosen is 10 feet in
width, about 3 feet in diameter and weighs approximately 1000 pounds. A stand needed to be
built in a way so the roll can be loaded and rolled around the shop to wherever it is to be cut. The
design of the stand must allow the roll to dispense FRP from the top at a level nearly even with
the surface it is to be cut. Because of the weight of the roll, the stands needed to be strong
enough to withstand not only the static load but a dynamic load from rolling the assembly around
a mostly flat and smooth shop floor. Quality casters were needed as well to ensure a smooth
rolling operation to reduce injury caused by the possibility of the FRP roll falling on the operator
due to a failed caster or an obstacle large enough that the caster cannot overcome. The roll and
stands can be seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26. The stands were made primarily of 2” x 1” x
.095” rectangular mild steel and the casters are 2.5” in diameter and support a load of 350
pounds each.
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Figure 25. FRP roll mounted on the rolling stands. The roll
is 10 feet long and weighs approximately 1000 pounds

Figure 26. FRP rolling stands. A 2” x 1” x 10’ steel rectangular tube
supports the roll and it is pinned between the stands
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A large flat surface, and general working surface, was also necessary for the manufacturing of
the panels. This surface needed to be at a standard working height for efficient and safe
manufacturing. This is the working surface that the FRP roll will be laid onto for cutting. This
work surface needed to be mobile and conform to the same design/safety features as the FRP
rolling stand. The table can be seen in Figure 27. The team fabricated the table using a variety of
3”x2”x.120”, 4”x2”x.120”, and 2”x1”x.120” rectangular mild steel tubing. The top is
5’x10’x.250” mild steel plate and the casters are 4” in diameter and can support a load of 700
pounds each.

Figure 27. Steel table/flat working surface. It measures 5’ x 10’
and the top surface sits 36” from the ground

6.3 Step Box Manufacturing:
The Step box that doubles as storage and a step into the camper mounts directly under the
entrance door and behind the passenger side rear wheel. The box was designed to be sturdy
enough to support the weight of someone stepping down onto the step approximately 12 inches
from the bottom of the entrance door. The box is mounted with 4 bolts going through the floor of
the camper, two of which pass through a 1” x 1” aluminum tube built into the structure of the
floor. The step is mounted to the box with a piano style hinge that is welded to the bottom of the
box on one side and to the aluminum frame of the step on the other. The step swings out from the
box and is suspended by cables. The cables are connected to the through bolts, fastening the box
to the camper on one end, and the other end will go through the step and fasten to the aluminum
frame of the step. Manufacturing directions of the box can be seen below.
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1. Box:
Cut aluminum plate (14-gauge) to size using a toothed blade saw, cnc plasma cutter,
water jet, etc.
Brake the aluminum sheet to the specified angles and TIG weld the edges together.
2. Step:
Lay up a sandwich panel using the same methods described in the panel manufacturing
section.
Cut the panel to the exact dimensions of the opening face of the step box.
Frame the step panel with ¾” x ¾” x ⅛” aluminum angle.
Miter cut the angles of the frame to match the angles of the step and fully weld all seams.
Weld the frame to the hinge and the hinge to the bottom of the step box. Rivets can be
used.
Adhere the FRP panel into the aluminum frame.
3. Fastening/Cables:
Cut cables to length
Crimp steel swivel end to one side of each cable
Drill a cable sized hole through the step on both sides/corners, passing through the
aluminum.
Pass each cable through each hole and crimp the steel cable stop onto each end
4. Latch Install:
Route out a space for the latch to reside in. Fasten using through bolts
Cut/drill a hole for the latch to snap into, securing the step/door
5. Sealing the box:
Add the bulb seal that clips over the exposed edge on both sides of the opening on the
box
Adhere the bulb seal near the top inside of the box to seal the top portion of the door
6. Fastening the box to the camper:
Drill holes through the top of the box and through the floor of the camper.
Pass the bolts through the floor and through the top of the step box
Add the swivel bracket to the through bolts closest to the step/door. Securely fasten.
Connect the swivelling cable ends to the swivel brackets via ¼” pins
The beginning stages of the step box manufacturing can be seen in Figure 28. A 14-gauge 5000
series aluminum sheet was cut with a carbide toothed circular metal saw, in two separate pieces.
The separate pieces were bent using a sheet metal brake to the specified angles. The edges were
sanded and cleaned with acetone, then the outside edges were fully TIG welded. The separate
pieces that were welded together after braking the sheet metal can be seen in Figure 29. The step
panel was laid up oversized, using the same procedure as the main camper body panels, then cut
to size. Unfortunately the aluminum extrusions that would frame the step/door were not ready in
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time to complete the process, along with various other components. A concept of what the
completed step box would look like can be seen in Figure 30 and 31.

Figure 28. Completed Step box frame without the hardware

Figure 29. Backside of the step box showing the two separate pieces that were cut, bent then welded
together
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Figure 30. Concept of the finished step box

Figure 31. View from underneath the step box displaying the
angled aluminum extrusion framing the step panel.
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7. Design Verification
Three members of the team were certified to work in the composites lab where the Ametek LD50
testing machine was used. First, different panel constructions were tested by using 1.0” x 10.0”
coupons for test C393. The statistical measurements of all the coupons for this test were
documented and attached in Appendix K. These measurements were made to ensure the
manufacturing consistency within all the samples tested. The plan was to characterize the
bending stiffness and interlaminar shear properties of the panels with these coupons. From the
results of test C393 a specific panel was chosen to move forward with. The D7249 test was then
conducted at the max range of 22 inches for the span length and max width of 3 inches. The
testing procedures outlined in section 4 were followed for both tests. These tests consisted of a
3-point and a 4-point bend test respectively. The type of failure mode produced signifies whether
the tests could be accepted: core failures for test C393 and facesheet failures for test D7249.

7.1 Sandwich Panel Testing Results:
The physical testing of the sandwich panels produced force-displacement data which was
analyzed for transition regions and also the maximum force prior to failure. These plots gave
material properties through basic mechanics of materials equations such as the elastic modulus
that was attempted to be simulated in ABAQUS. To analyze the results of the tests, the collected
(.txt) file data from the LD50 machine was imported into MATLAB as data arrays and load vs
deflection was plotted. In total, six sets of tests were conducted, each having at least five
samples. Data sets A, B, C and D were ASTM C393 tests where the team analyzed 1” and 1.5”
foam thicknesses with epoxy and contact adhesive. Test set E was of a perforated 1” thick, epoxy
bonded coupon, however inadequate bonding of the FRP to foam produced poor results. The
perforations were made with a spiked roller with spikes of 1mm diameter and 10mm length. The
perforation spacing was approximately a 10mm by 10mm grid throughout the entire panel. The
panel for test set E was laid up with an aluminum extrusion that was thicker than the foam,
which led to air pockets in the epoxy and poor data for 6 of the 8 tests. However, out of the
successful tests for set E, the perforations did not improve the strength of the coupon when
compared to its non-perforated counterparts of coupon set C. Finally, in data set F, the 4-point
bend test of ASTM D7249 was conducted. This 4-point test verified that the material was
displaying the same initial load/deflection slope (~300 lbf/in) while in its pseudo-elastic phase as
seen in the 3-point test, and as expected, a stronger yield load considering the larger sample.
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Figure 32. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, 1in x 10in samples, 9in span length, 1.5in Dow XPS 25psi
foam and 3M toughened epoxy

Figure 33. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, 1in x 10in samples, 9in span length, 1.5in Dow XPS 25psi
foam and 3M contact adhesive
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Figure 34. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, 1in x 10in samples, 9in span length, 1in Dow XPS 25psi foam
and 3M toughened epoxy

Figure 35. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, 1in x 10in samples, 9in span length, 1in Dow XPS 25psi foam
and 3M contact adhesive
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Figure 36. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, 1in x 10in samples, 9in span length, 1in Dow XPS 25psi foam
(with small perforations in foam before adhesive applied) and 3M toughened epoxy

Figure 37. ASTM D7249, 4-point bend test, 3in x 24in samples, 22in span length, 1in Dow XPS 25psi
foam and 3M toughened epoxy

The figures below are some of the pictures from the real world testing of the sandwich panels
from both the C393 3-point bend test and the D7249 4-point bend test. The pictures are from the
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composites lab on the campus of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo where the LD50 tensile test machine
was used to apply the load for the bend tests. The pictures outline the failure modes observed for
each test. The failure identification codes listed in the figure captions come from Table 6.

Figure 38. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, initial bending occurring
at load in elastic region of sandwich material

Figure 39. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, extreme bending
of sandwich material moments before failure
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Figure 40. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, top facesheet failure (failure code FAT),
buckling in center of FRP
(failed test due to failure mode in topsheet according to ASTM standards)

Figure 41. ASTM C393, 3-point bend test, core shear failure
(failure code SOC), foam break then delamination
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Figure 42. ASTM D7249, 4-point bend test,
initial fixture setup before loading

Figure 43. ASTM D7249, 4-point bend test,
bending during loading
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Figure 44. ASTM D7249, 4-point bend test, failure buckling of
FRP topsheet and delamination (failure code DGT)

7.2 ABAQUS FEA Modeling Introduction:
The next step in analyzing the sandwich panels was to model the 3-point and 4-point tests in
ABAQUS. In ABAQUS, the materials team attempted to calibrate the model to the 3-point bend
test and then later validate it to the 4-point bend test. The sponsor chose to move forward with a
hard decision on the 1” foam and epoxy bonded panel so this specific combination was
attempted to be simulated. The force versus displacement plots from testing were the standard
that were attempted to be reproduced in ABAQUS. After successful matching of the tests in
ABAQUS, the gathered material properties were planned to be applied to different subsystems
and loading cases in the camper. However, due to time restraints and difficulty in characterizing
the material, the team was unable to conduct further simulations. These simulations would
ideally take place as different subsystems are being designed.
For example, characterization of the material gained through testing and analysis would allow for
advancements in the design of the camper’s entrance door. Validation of the feasibility of the
preliminary door design came in two forms; spatial and mechanical. Starting with spatial, it was
necessary to first gain a better understanding of the envelope in which the design will
encompass. This includes spatial constraints on the camper, as well as the truck body.
Preliminary inspections have determined that components such as the truck’s frame, leaf spring
hangers, and exhaust system will serve as spatial constraints in the design of the door. In order to
verify the door design it will be necessary to perform analysis in ABAQUS, followed by physical
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prototyping and testing. Through these modes of analysis, a test of predetermined boundary
conditions can be performed to ensure the mechanical integrity of the door design.
A detailed Design Verification Plan and Report (DVP&R) can be found in Appendix H.

7.3 Material Characterization:
In ABAQUS, a crucial step in accurately modeling the sandwich panel was inputting the proper
material properties. The FRP was modeled as an elastic material with E1=E2=E3 as 5.7 GPa,
which was given in the material data sheet for the Vetroresina LD 600 material. All three shear
moduli were assumed to be a factor of 30 smaller than the elastic moduli which was based on a
model of a similar FRP material. The foam properties were much harder to characterize since
there was very limited information in the material data sheet. In ABAQUS, the foam was
modeled as a hyperfoam with imported uniaxial test data. From the technical data sheet it is
known that the vertical compressive strength of 25 psi is measured at 10 percent deformation or
yield, whichever occurs first. With this given parameter, a series of potential foam compression
test curves were modeled to produce the proper force vs. deflection curve for the 3-point bend
test. Compression data that follows the trend in Figure 45 was produced, going through the given
stress of 25 psi at 10% strain or yield. Initially, the foam can be approximated as an elastic
material since the stress increases pretty linearly with increased strain. Then the foam crushes at
a constant stress and is packed down as the cell walls buckle. Finally, stress increases
exponentially once the foam has been completely compressed and all the air gaps have been
closed.

Figure 45. Example of typical polystyrene stress
strain curve and key zones that occur

Figure 46, shows the iteration process of modeling different foam curves on a spreadsheet data
plot to input into the uniaxial compression test data. The solid black line labeled “Yield Point
Line for 25 PSI” represents the 25 psi stress ay 0.1 deformation or yield. It is horizontal at 25 psi
until 0.1 strain where it increases with a slope of 25psi/0.1. The data set must initially rise
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linearly to anywhere on the black line to agree with the information on the technical data sheet.
Foam data V4 and V6 fail to go through this point, but they were documented to examine the
effects of going outside the parameters since it was difficult to match the numerical data to the
physical data. Initially, foam data V1 was tried and then adjusted to produce force vs. deflection
data in ABAQUS that matched more closely with the physical testing data. Table 9 documents
the general changes made from data set V1 to produce the other data sets.

Figure 46. Experimental polystyrene foam stress strain data curves that were iterated
and used in trial ABAQUS simulations, including 25 PSI foam specification foam
Table 9. Description of Foam Version Iterations and What was Changed for Each Version
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7.4 ABAQUS Modeling Process:
To begin modeling the sandwich panels in ABAQUS, two separate parts, the foam and the FRP,
were created and assigned their respective material properties as outlined in the Material
Characterization section above. The FRP and foam were modeled as 3D deformable parts. The
additional parts that were created were the loading and support interfaces that represent the
ASTM C393 and D7249 bending test fixtures that were used on the LD50 tensile testing
machine. These fixture parts were modeled as discrete ridged shell elements to represent that
there were essentially no deformations within the fixture as the only concern is with the
deformations of the sandwich panel during loading.
To create the entire sandwich panel and the fixture in the same assembly, interactions between all
of the parts were defined before anything else could be simulated. The epoxy glue connection
between the foam and the FRP was modeled as a rigid tie constraint. In reality, there was some
slight deformation of the epoxy glue when the sandwich panel was under load, but the effect was
determined to be minute in comparison to the foam and FRP deformations that were modeled so
it was left as a rigid connection. The interaction between all of the fixture parts and the sandwich
panel was determined to be a hard contact interaction where separation is allowed to occur after
contact. A friction coefficient of 0.4 was also assigned to represent a similar friction effect that
was present in the real world test. This interaction was the best available option to represent the
fixture model as closely to how the fixture interacted with the sandwich panels in the real world
tests.
A mesh was applied to each part in the model individually with the mesh density biased towards
the fixture to sandwich panel interactions as there was the most localized deformation in these
areas. An overall dense mesh across all parts was avoided due to its effect in making the
simulation run time exponentially longer than it needed to be. A much coarser mesh was applied
to the fixture because these parts were modeled as discrete rigid parts which tells the program
that none of its finite elements can move at all, so the mesh density became only a factor of
maintaining the shape of the object rather than for simulation accuracy.
The next step in the ABAQUS modeling process was to define boundary conditions for the parts.
Boundary conditions are only applied to the fixture because this leaves the sandwich panel free
to deform under the defined constraints to the fixture and its loading movement. The two support
blocks for both the 3 and 4-point tests were modeled the same as an encastre, meaning no
movement whatsoever. In the real world test, the two support fixtures were allowed free rotation
on the defined z-axis, however when attempting to model this effect in ABAQUS, an error
appeared that was caused in the simulation where there were not enough constraints in the
model. This is one of the biggest disconnects found between the ABAQUS model and the real
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world test, and future investigation on this rotation would definitely be essential moving
forwards. For the 3-point bend test, the top loading block, and for the 4-point bend test, the two
top loading cylinders were assigned boundary conditions of fully constrained movement other
than the y-direction. In both tests, a set displacement of 0.6 inches and 1 inch for the 3 and
4-point tests respectively was assigned. This allowed ABAQUS to apply a steady downwards
displacement of the loading fixture relative to time in the same way that the LD 50 test machine
displaces steadily with time and records the force throughout.
The figures shown below represent some of the stresses and displacement results from the 3 and
4-point bend tests simulated in ABAQUS. In the upper FRP, S11, the stress in the x-direction, is
compressive on the top and is in tension on the bottom as expected. Also, S22, the stress in the
y-direction, is propagating from the points of contact at the loading and support fixture pieces.
The displacement results are also shown for reference with the 3-point model being displaced
-0.6 inches in the y-direction, and the 4-point model being displaced -1 inch in the y-direction.

Figure 47. ABAQUS model of C393 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S11

Figure 48. ABAQUS model of C393 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S11 (X-Y plane view)
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Figure 49. ABAQUS model of C393 test showing stress [psi] in y-direction, S22

Figure 50. ABAQUS model of C393 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S22 (X-Y plane view)

Figure 51. ABAQUS model of C393 test showing displacement [in] in y-direction, U2
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Figure 52. ABAQUS model of D7249 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S11

Figure 53. ABAQUS model of D7249 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S11(X-Y plane view)

Figure 54. ABAQUS model of D7249 test showing stress [psi] in y-direction, S22
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Figure 55. ABAQUS model of D7249 test showing stress [psi] in x-direction, S22(X-Y plane view)

Figure 56. ABAQUS model of D7249 test showing displacement [in] in y-direction, U2

In order to gather the data for the load vs displacement plots from the ABAQUS simulation, field
and history outputs were required to be prescribed to the model before running the simulation
job. The field output is a variable that is recorded over an entire portion of the model and was
assigned to be the U2 displacement of the loading fixture in the model. The history output is a
variable that tracks the interaction at a specific node or spot on the model and was chosen to be a
contact force interaction between the loading fixture and the top FRP layer of the sandwich
panel. These two variable outputs allow for post-simulation data analysis. XY data from each
variable can be taken and combined into one singular XY plot that gives the force vs.
displacement of the model as it is simulated. This allowed for the direct comparison of the plots
produced from testing as seen in the previous section.
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7.5 Modeling Results and Challenges:
Modeling of the sandwich panel in ABAQUS proved to be a significant challenge. First, just
being able to run a job in ABAQUS without aborting or producing errors was a task in itself.
Never having worked with the interaction module in the previous classes involving ABAQUS,
nor having worked with hyper-foams made for an extra learning challenge. Many small details in
the model also had to be analyzed and worked out, such as increment sizes/ time steps, obtaining
the contact force field output variable, non-linear effects, partitions, and outputting the X-Y data
into a spreadsheet format.
One major challenge and area of ABAQUS that required lots of time messing with and fine
tuning was the mesh on the parts for the FEA to simulate. Initially, the parts were modeled using
a coarser mesh to run the models due to the significant amount of time for the job to complete.
However, after producing desired results with a coarse mesh, the mesh was refined but this led to
completely different results so another fresh start was required. Ultimately the mesh was
optimized in certain areas to create a balance of accurate results and processing times.
The results of the simulation were highly dependent on how fine the mesh of the parts were,
especially near the interactions of the fixture and the sandwich panel. In order to get the most
accurate results with the most uniform stress distributions and deformations most similar to the
real world samples, the meshes of each part had to be partitioned and biased in density towards
the interactions at the fixtures. The big initial issue with the FRP mesh was that it only had one
seed layer in the y-direction. This issue was overlooked at first and resulted in the tuning of the
foam uniaxial data sets to an ABAQUS model that was producing inaccurate results. Also when
a larger fixture displacement boundary condition was prescribed, the job would abort due to the
excessive distortion of specific nodes because the mesh was not dense enough in some areas.
Applying a 4 layer mesh with the bias in density as described, the stress distribution was
smoothed out and accurate results were achieved in the model without incredibly long
computational run times as seen with an extremely dense overall model mesh.
Once the model parameters in ABAQUS were up to a satisfactory representation of the physical
model, the foam data was iterated to match the ABAQUS force vs deflection curve to the
physical data. This was the calibration phase of the model to the 3-point bend test. The results of
the iterations of foam data produced force vs. deflection curves shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57. Load vs deflection results of sandwich panel C393 3-point bend test with all foam iterations
run through ABAQUS and the real world test data from data set C5

Despite many attempts to change the shape of the force vs. deflection curve to more closely
resemble the physical data, a perfectly matching curve was not produced, but close results were
obtained. The black data series is representing the average physical testing results of the 1”
epoxy bonded coupons for the 3-point bend tests and what the goal was to simulate. Numerous
models were run with altered foam data but ultimately did not match up to the physical test data.
Foam data V8 initially behaved as the physical model but was unable to prevent the stress from
increasing with increased strain. In the end the team decided to not to move forward with any
specific foam for recommendation but rather to just recommend that a uniaxial compression test
be run on this specific foam to get better and more accurate foam data to input into ABAQUS. It
was determined that the foam would need to be refined further before accurate results can be
generated for the overall properties of the sandwich material.
In order to make sure the data would stay consistent, a 4-point ASTM D7249 test was also
simulated in ABAQUS to match with the 4-point real world test data. Figure 58 verifies that the
data from the 4-point test in ABAQUS displays similar errors and is the same approximation as
with the 3-point smaller coupon data sets for the load deflection curves. These results are a
display of the verification of the earlier calibration with the 3-point bend test ABAQUS model,
and proves that the material properties and ABAQUS model set up are sufficient to describe the
actual sandwich material in an FEA environment. Even though perfectly matching curves for
both tests, from ABAQUS to the real world test, were not achieved, the trends in all the versions
of foam iterations stays the same across both models signifying that the only work left to be done
is the tuning of the foam data to get a more accurate curve across both test models.
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Figure 58. Load vs. deflection results of sandwich panel D7249 4-point bend test with all foam iterations
run through ABAQUS and the real world test data from data set F1

To increase the accuracy of the model, a compression test in the composites lab specific to the
foam is recommended. Ideally this would be imported into ABAQUS as the uniaxial test data.
The data sets that were formed in, and plotted from, a spreadsheet initially seemed to be adequate
but perhaps there was not enough data points included or the foam potentially did not behave
quite as expected. If the foam is not the issue in the model, further investigation of the FRP,
interactions, tie constraints, or boundary conditions would be needed.
Throughout the modeling phase in ABAQUS, the team discovered how deeply involved of a
process it is to accurately run models, even relatively simple ones such as the composite
sandwich panel coupons. Even with the model running successfully without aborting, it was also
a challenge of optimizing the mesh to produce reasonable run times while maintaining accuracy.
Finally, calibrating the ABAQUS model to match desired physical results was very tedious.
Many iterations of foam were attempted, but ultimately none could calibrate the model as
accurately as hoped for.

8. Project Management
The Enduro Camper team used background research to refer to throughout the project to validate
decisions. The originally defined engineering specifications and customer wants guided the team
through decisions throughout the project during the engineering and development stages.
Once the material research team had gained enough knowledge on the mechanical properties of
the composite materials used, the team hoped to perform a more in-depth analysis of the Enduro
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Camper structure through the use of the FEA program ABAQUS, however, the project
commenced before there was a chance to develop more in depth models of the camper and its
features in ABAQUS. Alongside FEA, the team needed to perform physical tests on the material
to verify the results. Through this analysis, the team was able to confirm the sandwich panel
design of the camper body that had already been largely determined by Mr. Stein. Any faults or
areas of weaknesses, such as inadequate bonding of the FRP and foam, were exposed in this
process and possible solutions were determined. Following this design verification, the team
was able to develop values for the mechanical characteristics of the sandwich panels. Enduro
Campers will have the ability to market the camper with defined loading values (such as for the
roof, door, etc.). The testing will also help convince the end user that this composite foam
material that is being planned for use, is actually very strong and comparable to the welded
aluminum frames already on the market, but at a lighter weight.
For the scope of the project, no purchases were made using the Cal Poly senior project team’s
budget. All materials that were tested were purchased and provided by the team sponsor, Mr.
Stein. The structural prototype of the expedition camper is planned to be built by Mr. Stein
during the summer of 2021. The team obtained most of the materials (foam, glue, FRP panels,
vacuum bags) through Mr. Stein and his budget for the Enduro Campers company. The team
obtained some materials, like smaller scrap materials, from the composites lab on the campus of
Cal Poly when they became available to help offset the costs for Mr. Stein. (There ended up
being no need for this scrap material as the sponsor was able to provide all required materials)
Due to the design scope of the project shifting from a pop up wedge camper to an expedition box
style camper, there were some resulting delays in the progress of the door design team. Upon the
completion of this project, the door design team aimed to have a completed door design and
physical prototype. However, it did not end up being possible to achieve this level of
development of the door by the completion of the project. The updated goal of the door team was
to have a completed CAD design of the steb box leading into the door along with the selection of
hardware and locking components. This goal was achieved as outlined in previous sections.
These unexpected delays mentioned previously did not hinder the progress made by the materials
research team. Being that both structures, wedge camper and expedition box, use the same
sandwich panel, the plan for manufacturing, testing and analysis had not been changed. As a
result of this, they were able to proceed according to the plan. As previously mentioned, the
materials team was able to determine the necessary test coupon sizes to produce the proper
failure modes during testing. The materials team was able to manufacture these coupons, and the
test fixtures necessary for testing. During fall quarter, the materials team was able to test these
coupons and produce valid data which allowed them to characterize the sandwich panels. With
testing completed in fall quarter, the materials team was able to characterize and analyze the
sandwich panels via ABAQUS during winter quarter of 2021.
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The completion of the goals for both of these teams during fall quarter allowed us to work in
unison during the winter quarter. With the implementation of ABAQUS during winter quarter
and the completed steb box design, both teams were able to work together to validate the design.
With the virtual step box design and known loading conditions, the feasibility of the design can
be confirmed and revisions can be made as necessary.
After the completion of both subteam projects, the next logical step would be to address another
component of the camper structure together. Leif Stein has emphasized the importance of the
structural integrity of the roof of the camper and its load bearing capacity. The next step for the
materials team would be determining the boundary conditions in ABAQUS and then simulating
the door design with the desired loading conditions. Then the door team could use the
verification from the materials team and start manufacturing a prototype assembly.
The goal of sub-team 2 was to have the step box completed by the end of winter quarter.
Significant progress was made, and the box prototype would have been completed if all of the
hardware was able to be sourced. The main issue was the step box design involved using custom
aluminum extrusions to edge the door of the box and attach the hinge and cables to the box. The
sponsor had not yet ordered the extrusions, as he was planning on one big order for all the
extrusions needed in the camper. The team then decided that it was best to build out the
aluminum box and composite door for the box, but leave the actual hardware manufacturing
process for the sponsor to complete in the future. A recommendation for the manufacturing of
the door is included in section 6 of this report.
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8.1 Timeline & Deliverables:
The following tables cover the deliverables that the team completed by the due dates listed.
These tables cover the academic report, materials testing and analysis, and sub-system design
deadlines.
Table 10. Project academic timeline
Deliverable

Description

Due Date

Scope of Work

Research, problem definition, deliverables, etc.

05/07/20

Schedule PDR

Scheduled PDR with Mr. Stein

05/21/20

PDR Presentation in Lab

Presentation finalized

06/04/20

PDR Presentation with Leif

Presentation with changes to cater to Leif Stein

06/05/20

PDR Report

FMEA, concepts, analysis plan, etc.

06/07/20

Schedule CDR

Scheduled CDR with Mr. Stein

10/15/20

CDR Report

Final design, DVP, manufacturing plan, etc.

10/23/20

CDR Presentation

Presentation finalized

10/29/20

Final Report

Final report completed

3/12/21

Project Expo Presentation

Posters completed

N/A

Table 10 gives a project timeline that lists the larger deadlines of the project. Tables 11 and 12
lists the specific deadlines for each of the two sub-teams.
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Table 11. Project tasking sub-team #1
Week Starting

Task Completions

10/13

●
●

Completed manufacturing of ASTM testing jig
Prepared for CDR presentation

10/19

●

Completed CDR report

10/26

●

Tested 1” x 10” coupons for ASTM C393 Test

11/2

●
●

Processed testing data, import into MATLAB
Went over results with Mr. Stein

11/9

●
●

Manufactured perforated sandwich panel
Tested coupons in lab

11/16

●
●

Compared coupons, decided on which one to move forward with
Began ABAQUS phase

1/4

●
●

Researched conducting composite analysis in ABAQUS.
Followed tutorials on other sandwich panel analysis

2/1

●
●

Modeled specific tests in ABAQUS
Ran a successful analysis

2/22

●
●

Manufactured panel in Mr. Stein’s shop for test ASTM D7249
Conducted ASTM D7249 test on 22” (span) x 3” coupons

3/2

●
●

Mesh optimized and minor adjustments made to model
Completed calibration phase to 3-pt model

3/9

●

Verification of sandwich panel to 4-pt model

3/11

●

Finished design verification section in FDR
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Table 12. Project tasking sub-team #2
Week Starting

Task Completions

10/19

●
●
●

Door design ideation
Chassis mounting scheme
Took bed off of truck & take measurements

10/26

●
●

Hardware selection completed
Door framing, opening, & stair designed

11/2

●

Dimensioned door model with hardware

11/9

●

Locking mechanism & sealing design finalized

11/16

●

Full assembly model completed

11/23

●

Sponsor change of plans, began looking for new sub-assembly to
work on

1/4/21

●

Decided on step sub assembly, began ideation for steps

1/11

●

Finalized step box design concept

1/25

●

Began Step box detailed design

2/8

●

Full assembly model completed

2/22

●

Began hardware selection/manufacturing

3/1

●
●

Hardware selection complete
Manufacturing of step box underway

3/8

●
●
●

Unable to get all of selected hardware (custom aluminum extrusions)
Step box frame completed
Updated report to reflect progress and changes in design goals

In the grand scheme of the project, the timelines were followed roughly, but not with utmost
detail. The timeline changed throughout the project much more than the team would have liked,
but most of these changes were unavoidable. In hindsight, the scope and timelines should have
been tighter from the beginning, and had the team spent more effort with more detailed planning,
the project may have ran with less volatility.

9. Conclusion & Recommendations
With the completion of Critical Design Review (CDR), the team entered the material testing
phase of the project. As was presented in section 4, the team followed standardized ASTM
testing procedures specific to sandwich panels to compare the different panel options. In
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conjunction with Mr. Stein, the team then began to manufacture the panel samples, and soon
after, conducted tests in the composites lab and analyzed the failure data. The team was then able
to determine the highest performing and most economical sandwich panel material combination
for the desired loading conditions. At that point the sub-component design & analysis team
(sub-team #2) shifted into the mechanical design of the doors and other various subsystems of
the expedition box structure, and the materials analysis and manufacturing team (sub-team #1)
continued to test and conduct numerical analysis on the manufactured sandwich panels primarily
through the FEA software, ABAQUS.
The overarching goal of this project was to provide engineering analysis of the Enduro Camper.
At the time of completing the project, the team’s sponsor, Mr. Stein, had an Enduro Camper
expedition box prototype completed with most of the primary concepts and features decided
upon. This caused some of the design work done in previous quarters by sub-team #2 to become
obsolete and thus shifted the focus of this team mainly to the verification of the designs and
concepts shown on the final prototype. The panel analysis work conducted by sub-team #1 was
not so much affected by the dynamic nature of the expedition box project. The prototype
included the camper floor structure, interior layout, some wall construction, but some primary
mechanical components were not fully engineered, including the mechanical intricacies of the
side-door, the pop-top, and the roof panel. At the completion of this project, this prototype was
made primarily out of wood framing around the manufactured sandwich panels. In the end,
sub-team #2 was able to design and build an aluminum step box for the camper, but were unable
to make significant fabrication progress on the side access door. Due to the consistent changes to
the features on the expedition box combined with the nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, a lot of
progress that should have been made was slowed and even sometimes halted. The next iteration
of the prototype should include systems discussed in this report such as mechanical hardware,
custom extruded aluminum framing, and sealing. If this project were to be repeated, the team
might have spent more time and attention defining a non-changing scope and a more realistic
timeline for sub-team #1.
In the end sub-team #1 successfully created an ABAQUS model of the chosen 1” foam, epoxy
bonded, frp faced, sandwich panel. The model does verify the physical tests to a reasonable
level, however, it should be further calibrated for more accuracy. The team believes the main
source of error in the model occurred from the imported compression test foam data to
characterize the DOW 25 psi foam. After many trials of adjusting the foam data, the model was
unable to be calibrated to an accuracy standard that was satisfactory. With more time, more
composites lab testing and data collection from a compression test of the isolated foam is
recommended. This would increase confidence in the data that was imported for the foam
properties used in ABAQUS. If this data does not significantly help with calibration of the
model, then at least the foam can be eliminated as an error causing factor from the model. The
team would suggest then to move on and investigate other parameters of the model.
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With the current ABAQUS setup, a single characterization of the foam was not sufficient in
modeling the total range of deflections of the coupons. Foam V4 and V8 initially matched the
data well but foams V1, V5, and V7 approximated the data better. Due to this variation, progress
on increasing model accuracy was halted and a single foam was unable to be chosen to move
forward with. Originally the goal was to be able to calibrate the model to the physical 3-point
bend test results and then verify it to the physical 4-point bend test results. A successful
calibration and verification would allow for the modeling of bigger panels of the camper with
confidence, however the team did not progress to this stage within the given time frame.

9.1 Next Steps:
If Mr. Stein decides to sponsor more senior project groups in the future, their projects will likely
be to redesign and manufacture the side-access door to fit the new, more simplified design
parameters, completely ditching the clam-shell mechanics, and going with something more
traditional. A lot of work is left to be done on the specifics of the sealing and hardware of the
door, and also the integration into the rest of the expedition box structure. Using the panels that
the team designed and manufactured in conjunction with extruded aluminum framing that Mr.
Stein will likely have by the start of the next project, the next team should be able to make quick
work of designing and manufacturing the door.
The next steps for the material analysis team would be to further improve the model by first
conducting a compression test for the foam and importing the data into the uniaxial test data for
the characterization of the hyper-foam. Then to fine tune the ABAQUS model, applying a
rotation to the support blocks, adding in the rubber pads and its material property, and tweaking
the interaction properties is recommended. With improved interaction properties, an attempt to
simulate delamination of the FRP from the foam would be possible. At this level of refinement,
the model would be able to get through the calibration and verification phase accurately when
comparing it to the physical results of the 3-point and 4-point test results. After successful
verification of the ABAQUS model, entire panels could be modeled with confidence. Loads
subjected on the roof, side, and back panels could be analyzed for their deflections, stresses, and
failure points. Various panel joining techniques could also be analyzed in ABAQUS and
compared against each other.
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D. Design Hazard Checklist
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Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action

1. Pinch points between
camper and truck

Minimize pinch points in design model, also use rubber guarding to
minimize pinch space in the large hinge on wedge camper

2. Pinch points between
the wedge and the rest
of camper when in use

Ensure that camper sits flush on truck to minimize gaps and pitch
points between camper and truck bed

3. Top of wedge can
swing down at a high
acceleration/force if
struts were to fail

Ensure the top is fitted with struts of adequate lifting capacity as well
as a strong enough hinge system

4. Wedge camper
component is large and
over the head of user

Minimize weight of wedge camper top while still maintaining the
roof static loading conditions

5. Sharp edges on the
front wedge assembly
and hinges

Chamfer or fillet, then sand all sharp edges to minimize hazard

6. The adhesives and
other materials used in
the process of
manufacturing the shell
panels could be harmful
to humans

Wear appropriate protective equipment when working with hazardous
materials during manufacturing (i.e. a respirator when working with
adhesives)

7. Product can be unsafe This harm can only be avoided by a customer choosing to not drive
if a car is driven with the the vehicle when the tent is upright
wedge camper in the
upright position
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E. ASTM Testing Guidelines
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Appendix F: Wedge Camper Competing Products
Adventure Trailers (AT)
These campers incorporate a welded aluminum frame with a composite sandwich exterior
(aluminum exterior skin, honeycomb sandwich material, FRP interior skin). It weighs in at 340
pounds and has a starting cost of $8,900.

Figure 1. AT Wedge Camper

Vagabond
The Vagabond is made with a welded aluminum frame and a composite sandwich exterior. It
weighs in at roughly 350 pounds and costs between $7,000 and $8,000 dollars depending on the
buildout. They launched in March of 2018 and claim to have a “patent pending design”.

Figure 2. Vagabond Camper

Go Fast Campers (GFC)
Go Fast Campers has a large facility in Montana and had a big, successful launch in mid-2018.
They currently have a 14-month lead time with almost 600 units on backorder. They make all of
their own components (hinges, latches, extrusions, etc.) in-house with CNC machines. The
product has a DOM steel tube lower space frame, aluminum sheet “WinDoor” panels, and an
extruded aluminum profile upper frame for the tent. The Go-Fast Camper weighs about 275-300
pounds and starts at $6,450. This is the most barebones and lightweight wedge camper currently
available. [3]
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Figure 3. Go Fast Camper

AluCab
The AluCab is produced in Australia and is made with a welded aluminum frame and exterior
aluminum sheet. These campers are much heavier than the others listed at roughly 450-550
pounds and only available for mid-size trucks. For this build, similarly to the Lobo Camper, the
tailgate needs to be removed in order for full sized barn doors to be installed. AluCab has a
single swing door with the ability to mount a full-sized wheel. [4]

Figure 4. AluCab Camper

Snap Treehouse
The Snap Treehouse is a similar camper to GFC. It has a welded aluminum frame and all the
panels surrounding the bed can fold out. These campers come from a smaller family business in
Pennsylvania. [5]
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Figure 5. Snap Treehouse

50Ten
50Ten is a high-end German camper that completely replaces the truck bed with a utility style
bed made for camping. These campers are made in Germany and come with a base model price
of $38,000 and cost goes up from there depending on the customizations and accessories added.
This camper is not considered a direct competitor because of the high price point and the fact
that it requires a complete bed replacement. This product is by far the highest quality of all
competing products. This camper also weighs the most compared to the others and requires the
use of a very heavy-duty truck or extreme upgrades to make a mid-sized vehicle in order to
support the weight. The weight and size of this competitor is a major concern in the design as it
will not be as versatile off road and will not allow for a quick and easy take down and setup. [6]

Figure 6. 50Ten Camper

Overland Explorer
Overland explorer makes a box pop-up camper shell that is constructed with high quality
composite panels and aluminum extrusions making it midweight, highly insulated, and durable.
This product is made to order and customizable to fit many trucks. The price point for the
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Overland Explorer is much higher than the Lobo Camper and falls into the category of luxury
truck toppers. [7]

Figure 7. Overland Explorer Vehicle

EarthCruiser
The EarthCruiser GZL is a wedge-top camper that is made to fit a variety of different makes and
sizes of trucks. These weigh in anywhere between 1,000 and 1,500 pounds and are built with a
sink and kitchen area. The GZL is currently out of production online and preorders are available
for the upcoming 2020 model. This product is expected to be expensive and also falls into the
category of luxury truck campers. [8]

Figure 8. EarthCruiser Camper
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Appendix G: Span Length Calculations for ASTM Tests
Test C393
These calculations for the span length for test ASTM C393 do not converge after plugging in our
material properties. We found that the span length had to be less than 32.1” (upper green row)
and that the calculated core compression strength to be less than 25 psi. To get the compression
strength to be less than 25 psi, the span length had to be a minimum length of 101” (orange row)
which contradicts the span length calculation. The number 1 in the Fc,calc row just signifies that
that condition is met.
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Test D7249
The calculations for test D7249 show that we would need a coupon span length of 105” to satisfy
both equations. This is unreasonable and is way too large to fit in the Ametek’s testing
dimensions.
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Appendix H: DVP&R
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Appendix I: FMEA
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Appendix J: Operation & Maintenance Manual for Step Box Assembly
Operation:

Left: step box in open position, right: step box in closed position
1) Locate the pull latch on the front door sandwich panel of the step box, and pull to open.
The door step should swing down to a 90 degree angle, and then lock into this
configuration.
a) Avoid pinch points near hinge when opening
b) The step door functions as a stand-alone step, and can be used in a pinch without
an extra step box, however this is not recommended.
2) A small step stool will be contained within the step box, and this will go on the ground to
provide an extra step up to the step box.
3) To get into the expedition camper, step up on the step stool, then the door of the step box,
and then into the camper.
a) To avoid failure the step door should not be jumped on or used by multiple people
at once.

Maintenance:
Note: Since our step box uses stainless hardware, aluminum panels, and our sandwich panels,
specific maintenance steps are not necessarily required. However, to ensure longevity of the step
box, one should follow a few general maintenance
1) Ensure all hinges are properly lubed.
2) Check door support cables for any fraying or damage before use.

Disclaimer: Hardware such as hinges, pull tabs, and cable supports are not shown in step box
operation photos.
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Appendix K: Statistical Measurements of all Sample Specimen for C393 Test
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Appendix L: Matlab Code for Plotting all Real-World Test Raw Data

Senior Project Sample Data Sandwich Panel Testing
ME 430-02 Winter 2021
Date: 03/14/2020
Author: Ryan Shomsky, Kevin Pickering, Alexander Horst
Project sponsor: Enduro Campers
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA
Clear Workspace ....................................................................................................................................... 1
Import Discrete Data from .txt File; .......................................................................................................... 1
Plot Load vs Deflection ............................................................................................................................. 5
Plot Load vs Deflection English Units ........................................................................................................ 7

Clear Workspace
format short;
format compact;
close all;
clear;

Import Discrete Data from .txt File;
%%%%% Test Set A, 1.5 [in] Foam, Epoxy Glue
A_1 = readtable('A_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
A_1_time = table2array(A_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
A_1_load = table2array(A_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
A_1_mach_ext = table2array(A_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
A_1_ext = table2array(A_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

A_2 = readtable('A_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
A_2_time = table2array(A_2((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
A_2_load = table2array(A_2((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
A_2_mach_ext = table2array(A_2((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
A_2_ext = table2array(A_2((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

A_3 = readtable('A_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
A_3_time = table2array(A_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
A_3_load = table2array(A_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
A_3_mach_ext = table2array(A_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
A_3_ext = table2array(A_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

A_4 = readtable('A_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
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A_4_time = table2array(A_4((2:end),1)); % [s]
A_4_load = table2array(A_4((2:end),2)); % [N]
A_4_mach_ext = table2array(A_4((2:end),3)); %
A_4_ext = table2array(A_4((2:end),4)); % [mm]

Time
Load
[mm]
Time

Collumn of Data
Collumn of Data
Time Collumn of
Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

A_5 = readtable('A_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
A_5_time = table2array(A_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
A_5_load = table2array(A_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
A_5_mach_ext = table2array(A_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
A_5_ext = table2array(A_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

%%%%% Test Set B, 1.5 [in] Foam, 3M Fast Bond Contact Adhesive Glue
B_1 = readtable('B_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
B_1_time = table2array(B_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
B_1_load = table2array(B_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
B_1_mach_ext = table2array(B_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
B_1_ext = table2array(B_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

B_2 = readtable('B_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
B_2_time = table2array(B_2((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
B_2_load = table2array(B_2((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
B_2_mach_ext = table2array(B_2((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
B_2_ext = table2array(B_2((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

B_3 = readtable('B_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
B_3_time = table2array(B_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
B_3_load = table2array(B_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
B_3_mach_ext = table2array(B_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
B_3_ext = table2array(B_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

B_4 = readtable('B_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
B_4_time = table2array(B_4((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
B_4_load = table2array(B_4((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
B_4_mach_ext = table2array(B_4((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
B_4_ext = table2array(B_4((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

B_5 = readtable('B_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
B_5_time = table2array(B_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
B_5_load = table2array(B_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
B_5_mach_ext = table2array(B_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
B_5_ext = table2array(B_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

%%%%% Test Set C, 1 [in] Foam, Epoxy Glue
C_1 = readtable('C_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
C_1_time = table2array(C_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
C_1_load = table2array(C_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
C_1_mach_ext = table2array(C_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
C_1_ext = table2array(C_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data
C_2 = readtable('C_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
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Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

C_2_time = table2array(C_2((2:end),1)); % [s]
C_2_load = table2array(C_2((2:end),2)); % [N]
C_2_mach_ext = table2array(C_2((2:end),3)); %
C_2_ext = table2array(C_2((2:end),4)); % [mm]

Time
Load
[mm]
Time

Collumn of Data
Collumn of Data
Time Collumn of
Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

C_3 = readtable('C_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
C_3_time = table2array(C_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
C_3_load = table2array(C_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
C_3_mach_ext = table2array(C_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
C_3_ext = table2array(C_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

C_4 = readtable('C_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
C_4_time = table2array(C_4((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
C_4_load = table2array(C_4((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
C_4_mach_ext = table2array(C_4((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
C_4_ext = table2array(C_4((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

C_5 = readtable('C_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
C_5_time = table2array(C_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
C_5_load = table2array(C_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
C_5_mach_ext = table2array(C_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
C_5_ext = table2array(C_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

%%%%% Test Set D, 1 [in] Foam, 3M Fast Bond Contact Adhesive Glue
D_1 = readtable('D_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
D_1_time = table2array(D_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
D_1_load = table2array(D_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
D_1_mach_ext = table2array(D_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
D_1_ext = table2array(D_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

D_2 = readtable('D_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
D_2_time = table2array(D_2((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
D_2_load = table2array(D_2((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
D_2_mach_ext = table2array(D_2((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
D_2_ext = table2array(D_2((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

D_3 = readtable('D_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
D_3_time = table2array(D_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
D_3_load = table2array(D_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
D_3_mach_ext = table2array(D_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
D_3_ext = table2array(D_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

D_4 = readtable('D_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
D_4_time = table2array(D_4((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
D_4_load = table2array(D_4((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
D_4_mach_ext = table2array(D_4((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
D_4_ext = table2array(D_4((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

D_5 = readtable('D_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
D_5_time = table2array(D_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data Converted to Array
D_5_load = table2array(D_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data Converted to Array
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D_5_mach_ext = table2array(D_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data Converted to Array
D_5_ext = table2array(D_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data Converted to Array
%%%%% Test Set E, 1 [in] Foam, Epoxy Glue, With Perforation
E_1 = readtable('E_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_1_time = table2array(E_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_1_load = table2array(E_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_1_mach_ext = table2array(E_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_1_ext = table2array(E_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_2 = readtable('E_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_2_time = table2array(E_2((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_2_load = table2array(E_2((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_2_mach_ext = table2array(E_2((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_2_ext = table2array(E_2((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_3 = readtable('E_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_3_time = table2array(E_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_3_load = table2array(E_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_3_mach_ext = table2array(E_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_3_ext = table2array(E_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_4 = readtable('E_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_4_time = table2array(E_4((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_4_load = table2array(E_4((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_4_mach_ext = table2array(E_4((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_4_ext = table2array(E_4((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_5 = readtable('E_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_5_time = table2array(E_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_5_load = table2array(E_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_5_mach_ext = table2array(E_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_5_ext = table2array(E_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_6 = readtable('E_6.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_6_time = table2array(E_6((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_6_load = table2array(E_6((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_6_mach_ext = table2array(E_6((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_6_ext = table2array(E_6((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_7 = readtable('E_7.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_7_time = table2array(E_7((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_7_load = table2array(E_7((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_7_mach_ext = table2array(E_7((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_7_ext = table2array(E_7((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

E_8 = readtable('E_8.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
E_8_time = table2array(E_8((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
E_8_load = table2array(E_8((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
E_8_mach_ext = table2array(E_8((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
E_8_ext = table2array(E_8((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array
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%%%%% Test Set F, 3" x 22" Span Length, 4-Point Bend Test, 1 [in] Foam, Epoxy Glue
F_1 = readtable('F_1.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
F_1_time = table2array(F_1((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
F_1_load = table2array(F_1((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
F_1_mach_ext = table2array(F_1((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
F_1_ext = table2array(F_1((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

F_2 = readtable('F_2.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
F_2_time = table2array(F_2((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
F_2_load = table2array(F_2((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
F_2_mach_ext = table2array(F_2((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
F_2_ext = table2array(F_2((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

F_3 = readtable('F_3.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
F_3_time = table2array(F_3((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
F_3_load = table2array(F_3((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
F_3_mach_ext = table2array(F_3((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
F_3_ext = table2array(F_3((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

F_4 = readtable('F_4.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
F_4_time = table2array(F_4((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
F_4_load = table2array(F_4((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
F_4_mach_ext = table2array(F_4((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
F_4_ext = table2array(F_4((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

F_5 = readtable('F_5.txt','PreserveVariableNames',true);
F_5_time = table2array(F_5((2:end),1)); % [s] Time Collumn of Data
F_5_load = table2array(F_5((2:end),2)); % [N] Load Collumn of Data
F_5_mach_ext = table2array(F_5((2:end),3)); % [mm] Time Collumn of
F_5_ext = table2array(F_5((2:end),4)); % [mm] Time Collumn of Data

Converted to Array
Converted to Array
Data Converted to Array
Converted to Array

Plot Load vs Deflection
% Sample Set A
figure;
hold on
plot(A_1_ext, A_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_2_ext, A_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_3_ext, A_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_4_ext, A_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_5_ext, A_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set A (1.5" Foam, Epoxy): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 300]);
xlim([0 46]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_A.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
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% Sample Set B
figure;
hold on
plot(B_1_ext, B_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_2_ext, B_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_3_ext, B_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_4_ext, B_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_5_ext, B_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set B (1.5" Foam, Contact Adhesive): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 300]);
xlim([0 46]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_B.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set C
figure;
hold on
plot(C_1_ext, C_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_2_ext, C_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_3_ext, C_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_4_ext, C_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_5_ext, C_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set C (1" Foam, Epoxy): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 300]);
xlim([0 46]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_C.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set D
figure;
hold on
plot(D_1_ext, D_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_2_ext, D_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_3_ext, D_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_4_ext, D_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_5_ext, D_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set D (1" Foam, Contact Adhesive): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 300]);
xlim([0 46]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
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print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_D.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set E
figure;
hold on
plot(E_1_ext, E_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_2_ext, E_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_3_ext, E_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_4_ext, E_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_5_ext, E_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_6_ext, E_6_load, 'y', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_7_ext, E_7_load, 'g', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_8_ext, E_8_load, '--r', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set E (1" Foam, Epoxy, Perforated): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 300]);
xlim([0 46]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'Sample 6', 'Sample 7',
'Sample 8', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_E.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set F
figure;
hold on
plot(F_1_ext, F_1_load, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_2_ext, F_2_load, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_3_ext, F_3_load, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_4_ext, F_4_load, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_5_ext, F_5_load, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ({'Test Sample Set F (3" x 24", 4-Point Bend, 1" Foam, Epoxy):', 'Load vs Deflection
Plot'});
xlabel ('Deflection [mm]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [N]');
ylim([0 800]);
% xlim([0.75 2.25]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_F.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off

Plot Load vs Deflection English Units
% Sample Set A
figure;
hold on
plot(A_1_ext*0.0393701, A_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
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plot(A_2_ext*0.0393701, A_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_3_ext*0.0393701, A_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_4_ext*0.0393701, A_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(A_5_ext*0.0393701, A_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set A (1.5" Foam, Epoxy): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 70]);
xlim([0 1.8]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_A_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set B
figure;
hold on
plot(B_1_ext*0.0393701, B_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_2_ext*0.0393701, B_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_3_ext*0.0393701, B_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_4_ext*0.0393701, B_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(B_5_ext*0.0393701, B_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set B (1.5" Foam, Contact Adhesive): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 70]);
xlim([0 1.8]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_B_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set C
figure;
hold on
plot(C_1_ext*0.0393701, C_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_2_ext*0.0393701, C_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_3_ext*0.0393701, C_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_4_ext*0.0393701, C_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(C_5_ext*0.0393701, C_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set C (1" Foam, Epoxy): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 70]);
xlim([0 1.8]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_C_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set D
figure;
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hold on
plot(D_1_ext*0.0393701, D_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_2_ext*0.0393701, D_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_3_ext*0.0393701, D_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_4_ext*0.0393701, D_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(D_5_ext*0.0393701, D_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set D (1" Foam, Contact Adhesive): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 70]);
xlim([0 1.8]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_D_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set E
figure;
hold on
plot(E_1_ext*0.0393701, E_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_2_ext*0.0393701, E_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_3_ext*0.0393701, E_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_4_ext*0.0393701, E_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_5_ext*0.0393701, E_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_6_ext*0.0393701, E_6_load*0.22481, 'y', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_7_ext*0.0393701, E_7_load*0.22481, 'g', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(E_8_ext*0.0393701, E_8_load*0.22481, '--r', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ('Test Sample Set E (1" Foam, Epoxy, Perforated): Load vs Deflection Plot');
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 70]);
xlim([0 1.8]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'Sample 6', 'Sample 7',
'Sample 8', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_E_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
% Sample Set F
figure;
hold on
plot(F_1_ext*0.0393701, F_1_load*0.22481, 'r', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_2_ext*0.0393701, F_2_load*0.22481, 'bl', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_3_ext*0.0393701, F_3_load*0.22481, 'k', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_4_ext*0.0393701, F_4_load*0.22481, 'm', 'linewidth', 1);
plot(F_5_ext*0.0393701, F_5_load*0.22481, 'c', 'linewidth', 1);
grid on;
title ({'Test Sample Set F (3" x 24", 4-Point Bend, 1" Foam, Epoxy):', 'Load vs Deflection
Plot'});
xlabel ('Deflection [in]');
ylabel ('Applied Load [lbf]');
ylim([0 190]);
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% xlim([0.75 2.25]);
legend('Sample 1', 'Sample 2', 'Sample 3', 'Sample 4', 'Sample 5', 'location', 'southeast');
print('-djpeg', 'Load_Deflect_F_eng.jpeg'); % outputs figure as jpeg image
hold off
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